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Ciranova® products are made for the professional user. 
The instructions specified in the data sheet are formulated 
after necessary tests were performed and after years 
of experience. However, they are drawn to our best  
knowledge and ability. The user must test the application 
of the product in the for him applicable conditions. 
Guarantee can not be derived out the text of this  
technical description.

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Hardwaxoil TITAN
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Hardwaxoil TITAN is a special oil suitable for oil finishing of wooden floors. 
Good filling properties, very natural colour, good chemical and mechanical 
resistance. The Hardwaxoil TITAN has a long open time which makes it very 
appropriate to apply by roller and rollercoater.

The durability can be improved by adding hardener UA 5% (optional).

TECHNICAL DATA
VISCOSITY  +/- 50 SEC (DIN 4MM)

SOLID CONTENT +/- 46% BY WEIGHT

DENSITY +/-0.92 KG/L AT 20°C

GLOSS MATT / SILK / SATIN

COLOR CLEAR

USAGE
Particularly suitable for oiling of parquet, wooden floors and Furniture. Gives 
the wood a very natural appearance and is easy to repair. 

PREPARATION
Sand the surface using a 100-120 grit sandpaper and remove sanding dust 
before application.

USER TIPS
Before use, shake and stir the hardwaxoil well . Can be applied easly by roller 
(microfiber 6mm is advised). You can also use a polishing machine (white or 
beige pad), paintbrush or cloth.  

At least 2 coats are recommended for hard wood such as oak. For soft wood 
multiple coats can be applied. 

For exotic wood, it’s recommended to test the Hardwaxoil TITAN first.

For industrial use, please contact our Ciranova service centre.

DRYING TIMES
Can be overcoated after +/- 8 Hours. The drying time is very dependent on 
the applied quantity, the temperature and air ventilation in the room. In 
higher temperatures and better ventilated rooms the drying times will be 
reduced.

APPLYING QUANTITY
With roller: +/- 35-40g/m² | 25-30 m²/liter per coat

With buffing machine: +/- 20g/m² | 40-50 m²/liter per coat

MAINTENANCE
Clean regulary with flooringsoap Ciranova. Depending on the use of the 
floor, use maintenance oil 1 time a year. For thorough cleaning, use Intensive 
Cleaner Ciranova®.

ATTENTION: The hardwaxoil needs +/- 14 days to fully cure. Don’t use any 
water or maintenance products on the floor during this period.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Shelf life: up to 2 years in  un-opened and original packaging.

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Used cloths or pads should be plunged in water because of the danger of 
spontaneous combustion. We recommend Hardwaxoil Magic TITAN as top-
coat on the pigmented Hardwaxoil, Hardwaxoil Magic and UN1CO.

ATTENTION: dark and intense colors require a longer drying time.

Colored Hardwaxoils should always be tested before treating the  
entire surface. Used sanding grain, type of wood, preparation etc. may affect 
the final colour.  To clean the used tools you can use the Cleaning Thinner 
Ciranova.

CAN EASILY BE APPLIED 
WITH A ROLLER


